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          The Sunny Health & Fitness Treadmill features 9 built-in workout programs, handrail controls, and phone/table holder that will add comfort and accessibility during any workout routine. This well designed treadmill features an easy folding mechanism and soft drop system. The soft drop system will assist you when opening the treadmill, avoiding a big slam or damage to your wood/carpet floor. It features an LCD screen that tracks your speed, time, distance, pulse and calories which makes it easier to track your fitness goals. The Sunny Health & Fitness Treadmill is expertly designed for maximum performance, optimal comfort and ultimate efficiency, with a maximum user weight capacity of 220 lb.
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            [image: DIGITAL MONITOR | LCD screen tracks your speed, time, distance, pulse and calories which makes it easier to track your fitness goals.]


            
            

              DIGITAL MONITOR 

               LCD screen tracks your speed, time, distance, pulse and calories which makes it easier to track your fitness goals.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: QUICK SPEED BUTTONS | With the latest technology, this treadmill offers user-friendly control keys right at your fingertips. Start, Stop, and adjust your speed with the built-in handrail controls.]


            
            

              QUICK SPEED BUTTONS 

               With the latest technology, this treadmill offers user-friendly control keys right at your fingertips. Start, Stop, and adjust your speed with the built-in handrail controls.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: BOTTLE HOLDERS | Bottle holder keeps your favorite beverage within arm's length! No need to stop to sip...simply reach down and grab.]


            
            

              BOTTLE HOLDERS 

               Bottle holder keeps your favorite beverage within arm's length! No need to stop to sip...simply reach down and grab.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: EMERGENCY STOP CLIP | Experience a realistic outdoor running feeling while an emergency stop clip will bring treadmill to an immediate stop.]


            
            

              EMERGENCY STOP CLIP 

               Experience a realistic outdoor running feeling while an emergency stop clip will bring treadmill to an immediate stop.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: DEVICE HOLDER |  Prop up your smart device on the holder to watch movies, workout videos or play your favorite music while you ride.]


            
            

              DEVICE HOLDER 

                Prop up your smart device on the holder to watch movies, workout videos or play your favorite music while you ride.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: ADJUSTABLE INCLINE | The incline feature is a great way to maximize workout intensity without increasing the time or speed of the workout. 3 manual incline options. ]


            
            

              ADJUSTABLE INCLINE 

               The incline feature is a great way to maximize workout intensity without increasing the time or speed of the workout. 3 manual incline options. 

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: SHOCK ABSORPTION | Less impact force on your legs and joints, treadmill cushioning allows you to work out longer with less fatigue versus running outside on hard asphalt.]


            
            

              SHOCK ABSORPTION 

               Less impact force on your legs and joints, treadmill cushioning allows you to work out longer with less fatigue versus running outside on hard asphalt.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: SOFT DROP SYSTEM | The soft drop hydraulic mechanism assures safe, hands free and hassle-free unfolding every time. Fold your treadmill for storage and unfold your treadmill with ease.]


            
            

              SOFT DROP SYSTEM 

               The soft drop hydraulic mechanism assures safe, hands free and hassle-free unfolding every time. Fold your treadmill for storage and unfold your treadmill with ease.
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              "Treadmill itself is very high quality, much better design and construction than our prior treadmills. Don't know how they do this at such a great price. Unbelievably wonderful packing materials and cushioning materials to protect the treadmill in shipment. Perfect for people under 220 pounds and moderate workouts."

              
Richard, Sunny Customer
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              "It is very sturdy and all functions worked perfectly. Set-up took much less than five minutes. Instructions are clear, concise, and everything works as described/expected. What began as a budget purchased became a product of much higher quality than expected. My wife and I are not real large, 175 lbs. and 120 lbs. respectively so this model was perfect for us. I cannot recommend this more enthusiastically."

              
Mike, Sunny Customer
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      The Product Manual may be downloaded above. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact our  customer care team for parts and technical assistance.
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      Definitely! We've got you covered with a fantastic collection of workouts for your treadmill. You can find them on our free SunnyFit app, the  Workouts  section of our website, and even on our YouTube channel. So, there are plenty of options to keep you motivated and sweating it out!
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      This treadmill can reach speeds of up to 9 MPH, and we've added quick speed buttons at 2, 4, and 6 MPH for your convenience. It's perfect for both running enthusiasts and those who prefer a brisk walk.
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      Feel confident with our durable design! The Manual Incline Treadmill supports up to 220 lbs.
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      Absolutely! We've designed this treadmill with your convenience in mind. It features a user-friendly soft drop hydraulic mechanism, making it a breeze to fold and unfold the treadmill safely. When it's time to store it away, you'll appreciate the handy transportation wheels that allow you to effortlessly move the treadmill from your workout space to storage. No heavy lifting or struggling required!
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      This treadmill is designed to be space-saving, so it won't overwhelm your room. With dimensions of 62" L x 25.5" W x 50" H, it's the perfect fit for your home without sacrificing your precious floor space.
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      Absolutely! We've got you covered with 9 amazing workout programs that come included with the treadmill. For even more variety and options, you can check out our SunnyFit app. It's packed with additional workout courses that will keep you motivated and help you reach your fitness goals.
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      The structural frame of the treadmill comes with a warranty of 3 years, and other parts and components have a warranty period of 180 days.
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                    3 year structural frame, 180 days other parts and components
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